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of barbarous tribes, which were not extirpated, like our
Indians, but assimilated, as well as such hordes could be
assimilated, that is, slowly and not thoroughly, so that
the environment affected the civilised group as well as the
group affected the rude mass with which it was struggling.
Nowr, while some savages are truthful, very few are
humane, and many of these barbarians were the rawest
recruits from the hill-tribes. We must imagine the vast
rural population as largely composed of this admixture
of a few high and many lower people, believing for the
most part in every crude superstition, practising every sort
of religious-magical rite, and ill-trained ethically. It
implies therefore no real condemnation of Hindu ethics,
as taught by members of the civilised community, that
their teachers felt obliged to insist strongly on what they
regarded as the chief moral rules to be popularly incul-
cated, speaking the truth and reverence for life. The
Hindus as a people were perhaps not over-truthful (what
people is?), though the British judge who put down
thuggery in the last century has left on record the state-
ment that he had heard hundreds of cases among the rural
population 'in which the property and life of the speaker
depended on a lie and he refused to tell it*, and, like all
people of low intelligence, the half-civilised tribesmen
were careless of suffering in others. So much more to
the credit of the better classes is it that they so persistently
hammered into their countrymen the divine precept of
the sacredness of life that, long before the Christian era,
not to injure or kill had become an axiom of decent
behaviour.
Yet the object of this recapitulation is not to criticise
adversely any system of ethics, but rather to spread out
before the reader the pro and contra that can be urged in

